Teaching Strategies’ **Distance Learning Solution** offers educators the leading early childhood education program to ensure each and every child receives a strong foundation for success in school and in life no matter the back-to-school scenario—distance learning, a traditional classroom setting, or hybrid model. The solution integrates the essential components of teaching in a single digital experience—curriculum, assessment, family engagement, and professional development.

**Set Each Child Up for Success, in Every Scenario**

**Digital Curriculum** (The Creative Curriculum® Cloud)

**Professional Learning Library**

**Family Partnership Program** (ReadyRosie™)

**Assessment** (GOLD®)

**Family Mobile App**

**Distance Learning Solution**

**Child Outcomes**

**COMING SOON!**

---

**5 Reasons to Partner with Teaching Strategies:**

1. **Prepare for any back-to-school scenario.**
   Allow educators to prepare for and quickly pivot between distance learning, traditional classroom, and hybrid models in ways that promote reliable, individualized, and equitable access for all children and families.

2. **Ensure 24/7 access to developmentally appropriate curriculum.**
   Support both teachers and families with developmentally appropriate learning experiences that build children’s confidence, creativity, and critical thinking skills regardless of setting.

3. **Build powerful family partnerships.**
   Deepen and scale family engagement efforts with two-way communication between educators and families and tools that help families create meaningful home learning environments.

4. **Smooth transitions and improve child outcomes.**
   Help educators navigate classroom transitions and identify and respond to COVID-19 learning loss successfully with effective, ongoing formative assessment and strategies to build a strong community.

5. **Set teachers up for success.**
   Support your teachers with flexible, dynamic support, guidance, and on-demand professional learning opportunities as they navigate the uncertainty of the year ahead and the potential for new learning configurations.
Building Blocks of the Distance Learning Solution

**The Creative Curriculum® Cloud** More than a digital curriculum, *The Creative Curriculum® Cloud* takes our leading early childhood curriculum resources online to support educators as they bring a content-rich, developmentally appropriate curriculum to life in an early childhood classroom or at home in partnership with families. In addition to digital access to curriculum, it provides dynamic planning tools that help to individualize instruction, facilitates communication between teachers and families, streamlines weekly planning processes, and offers access to new family-facing resources to build consistency in learning experiences.

**Family Mobile App** Our mobile app enables quick and efficient communication between teachers and families and makes sharing video, photos, text, and files easier than ever. The app facilitates family observations for inclusion in the assessment process whether in-class or remote learning. The app provides a seamless experience for families and is available for free on Android and iOS.

**ReadyRosie™** Our research-based family partnership program helps families, schools, and communities deepen and scale family engagement efforts. The ReadyRosie™ tools leverage the power of video modeling, family workshops, and mobile technology to build powerful partnerships between families and educators and connect child outcomes to family engagement through meaningful data and tracking.

**Professional Learning Library** Teachers get unlimited access to our robust library of on-demand online courses to help refine their practice for classroom or distance learning. Accredited by the IACET, Teaching Strategies gives teachers the opportunity to earn CEU credits and extend learning in ways that best fit their schedules.

**GOLD®** Offering a streamlined, simplified way to conduct authentic, ongoing, formative assessment, GOLD® supports teachers with the critical task of planning developmentally appropriate learning experiences that challenge children to the edge of their abilities. It doesn’t just offer detailed guidance and support for teachers—it uses the most recent assessment information to provide teachers with what they need to effectively individualize for each child with ease. With robust family documentation support, formative assessment can continue to fuel instruction even in a distance learning setting.
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**What today’s educators want**

- **56%** help overcoming learning loss during COVID-19¹
- **40%** more equitable learning opportunities¹
- **53%** ability to easily shift between print and digital¹
- **41%** formative assessment to measure how children’s academic progress may have stalled²
- **42%** resources to help family members support learning¹
- **38%** easy interface to access all digital resources¹